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Abstract

An English utterance was synthesized in four versions using
sets of diphones produced under four different prosodic and
contextual conditions. The synthesis used either accented di-
phones only or appropriately located accented and unaccented
diphones, with each of these conditions being repeated using
neutral-context and differentiated-context diphones. They
were presented to two listener groups, a native English and a
non-native group for paired comparison acceptability judge-
ments. The results show a massive preference for the stress-
and context-differentiated condition. Both stress and context
had a significant effect on acceptability judgements, but con-
text-differentiation raised acceptability more strongly than
stress-differentiation. Both the native and the main sub-group
of non-native listeners judged the stimuli in essentially the
same way.

1. Introduction

The rationale behind the use of diphone synthesis, and con-
catenative systems in general, is the avoidance of the explicit
articulation-to-acoustic modelling, or phone and phone-
transition modelling required in rule synthesis. Concatenation
points are generally placed in the parts of the signal which are
considered to reflect the points at which articulatory targets
have been approximated. Critical acoustic transition points
along the articulatory opening and closing cycles of syllable
production, or from phone to phone, are an integral part of the
concatenation unit. The result of such synthesis is, mostly,
highly intelligible and of acceptable acoustic quality. How-
ever, just respecting such primary articulatory factors does not
suffice to make the synthesis sound particularly natural.

Naturalness in speech is a concept which can only be de-
fined in relation to a considerable number of  contextual and
situational factors which impinge on each individual commu-
nication process. People may well judge a person’s speech to
be “unnatural” because it does not conform to their idea of
what is fitting in a particular situation. This relativity is the
crux of the naturalness problem in speech synthesis too. The
human speaker’s articulation is by definition “natural”, but in
addition, she/he normally adapts to the communication situa-
tion. In synthesis, some (but certainly not all) relevant situ-
ational  factors can be identified, and in theory their conse-
quences for speech production can be modelled. The more
linguistic of such factors, e.g. the intonational patterns associ-
ated with utterance modality (statements, questions, etc.) and
durational patterning related to information structure (accen-
tuation, deaccentuation and phrasing, etc.) are considered core
components of synthesis systems [1],[2]. Other factors which
are less well researched are implied in such general terms as
„speech rate“, „speech style“ (e.g. casual, formal) or „emo-
tional speech“, reflecting a global impression based on a mix-

ture of situational factors underlying production and its acous-
tic consequences.

The need to address these less well-defined aspects of
speech communication, as demands for better quality speech
synthesis grow, has led to the realisation that durational and
melodic control – vital as it may be – is not sufficient to pro-
vide natural sounding synthesis. Some emotional expression,
for example, can be achieved with these primary prosodic
parameters, but excitation based voice quality is clearly also
required [3], [4]. But even in non-emotional synthesis it is
necessary to introduce more of the natural variation found in
human speech. For example, accentuation is clearly dependent
on duration, but there are also differences in spectral tilt be-
tween accented and unaccented vowels [5], [6], [7], and the
formant values of unaccented vowels are different from ac-
cented vowels [8], [9].

Carefully produced diphone material can readily be seen as
lacking the phonetic variation found in even quite carefully
produced natural utterances. The vowel quality is even more
extreme than accented vowels in running speech [10]. This is
due to the artificial conditions under which diphone record-
ings are made which neutralise longer range coarticulatory
effects [11] because the utterances containing the diphones are
constructed to be contextually neutral beyond the immediate
diphonic domain (CV, VC, VV or CC).

How important this neutralisation is in introducing notice-
able artificiality into the synthesis has not been systematically
examined, so this question is, in part, the subject of this paper.
Coarticulation is, however, a phenomenon which varies in
degree with articulatory precision, and it is commonly as-
sumed that the reduced articulatory effort invested in non-
accented syllables makes them susceptible to reduction [12],
[13], and consequently to increased coarticulatory effects.
Investigating the possibly reduced naturalness of synthesis due
to the lack of coarticulatory differentiation of diphones is nec-
essarily linked to the need for accent differentiation.

Studies of accent differentiation in diphone synthesis have
not, so far, provided convincing evidence that it improves
naturalness. Drullman and Collier [14] concluded that the
spectral differences between accented and unaccented vowels
in Dutch was not sufficient to make unaccented vowels more
natural than shortened accented vowels. In a recent set of ex-
periments with Danish and English synthesis  [15], [16] the
effects of energy and spectral-tilt parameters on the general
acceptability of synthesis was examined. A baseline version
(using only unmanipulated, accented diphones) and a number
of manipulated versions (using differentiated energy and/or the
spectral tilt of unaccented syllables in the utterance with and
without global energy declination over the course of the utter-
ance) were offered for comparison  in terms of global prefer-
ence. The results indicated that the baseline version was found
inferior to one or other of the manipulated versions by almost
all listeners, whether Danish or English. However, the actual
manipulated version which was preferred was very different
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from language to language, and also differed from one listener
to another within the language.

The conclusion drawn from these results (and it should be
stressed that the conclusion do not apply to the lack of effects
in Drullman and Collier’s study) was that the individual ma-
nipulations were isolated imitations of artificially separated
aspects of the speech signal. They were not a natural part of an
overall coherent production mechanism. Energy reduction, or
increased spectral tilt has to be reflected in changed formant
values too, otherwise the listener receives conflicting signals
about the amount of effort invested in the production of a par-
ticular part of the utterance.

2. Experimental Set-up

These conclusion form the hypothesis of the experiment pre-
sented in this paper. Working with English diphone material,
we compare the overall acceptability – in terms of naturalness
judgements – of a synthesized utterance using  traditional ac-
cented diphones (+accent condition), with versions of the
same utterance synthesized with accented and unaccented
diphones, on the one hand (±accent condition), and with di-
phones differentiated according to the extended context, in
terms of the transconsonantal vowels of the preceding and
following syllable (+context condition) on the other. Thus, in
contrast to the experiments reported in [15] and [16], the en-
ergy and spectral-tilt differences are the natural result of
producing the diphones under accented and unaccented con-
ditions. Consequently, they are accompanied by the natural
reductions in segmental quality (e.g. formant values) that oc-
cur under these conditions. Furthermore, the additional con-
dition of providing an extended context definition for diphone
production allowed the segmental quality to vary naturally,
and more subtly as a function of that context.

2.1. Diphone material

The diphones required for the synthesis of the experimental
utterance were recorded specially for the experiment under
carefully controlled conditions in a sound-treated room at the
CPK, Aalborg, and segmented by the first author. To provide
a more substantial base for judging naturalness, a more com-
plex, multi-tone-group utterance was defined than in the pre-
vious experiments: “We’ve had 'rain for almost 'two 'weeks
now, but the 'weather forecast 'tells us we can expect 'sun-
shine for the 'next few days”, and read with the syllables ac-
cented as marked, and with a major break after “now” and a
minor break after “us”.

The diphones were defined in four separate sub-corpora: 1)
contextually neutral accented diphones, 2) contextually neu-
tral unaccented diphones, 3) contextually sensitive accented
diphones, 4) contextually sensitive unaccented diphones.

82 diphones were required for the utterance. Of these, 16
accented diphones were used in the [±accent] condition,
leaving 66 unaccented diphones to be produced. Since the
diphones were produced in neutral and differentiated context,
296 diphones had to be recorded and segmented.

The synthesis system used was a RELP (Residual Linear
Predictive) concatenative synthesizer, developed at CPK Aal-
borg [17] in a collaborative project funded by TeleDanmark.
The acoustic parameters that can be specified for each sound
segment are duration, F0, and the relative timing within the
segment of the F0 target. The test utterance was recorded and
analysed with respect to the segment durations, the target po-

sition and frequency (peak or trough) in the accented sylla-
bles, and the utterance and tone-group onset and offset fre-
quencies. These values provided the basis for a close ap-
proximation of the rhythm and intonation contour (straight-
line copy synthesis).

2.2. Subjects and task

Two groups of subjects listened to the paired synthesis ver-
sions and registered whether the first or second version of
each pair was preferred in terms of naturalness. Each of the
four versions was paired with each of the others in both or-
ders of presentation (A-B and B-A). Thus, each version was
presented six times, resulting in twelve pairs overall. The or-
der of presentation was randomised. Listener group 1 con-
sisted of 10 native English phoneticians who downloaded the
stimuli from the web and listened over headphones or loud-
speaker, according to the facilities available in each case.
Group 2 was a mixed-language group of 18 linguistically non-
naive persons (1 Bulgarian, 1 Chinese, 1 Dutch, 12 German, 2
Italian, 1 Japanese) working or studying  at the university in
Saarbrücken, who listened to the stimuli over earphones (bey-
erdynamic 211) in a quiet office environment. All had some
knowledge of English.

3. Results

The preferences expressed by the listeners indicate clearly that
both stress and context differentiation contribute significantly
to the perceived degree of naturalness. Table 1 gives the per-
centage preference for the four conditions shown in the
judgements of the English native speaker group. (Note that
the percentage preference expresses the proportion of the
times that the particular version was presented).

 Table 1: Preferences of the English native speaker group

Condition Percent preferred
1. [+accent] neutral context 4
2. [±accent] neutral context 41
3. [+accent] differentiated context 70
4. [±accent] differentiated context 85

Introducing accent-differentiated diphones results in an aver-
age 26% ( 15% and 37%) increase in judged naturalness over
the conditions where only accented diphones are used. The
37% increase for neutral-context diphones compared to only
15% improvement with context-differentiated diphones pre-
sumably reflects the greater perceptability of improvements
over the lowest level of naturalness. Introducing context-
differentiated diphones results in an average 55% (44% and
66%) increase in judged naturalness compared to neutral-
context diphones. Again the greater increase is observed over
the condition of lowest naturalness.

 The effects of the two aspects of differentiation are clearly not
additive (as production theory in fact predicts, since the degree
of coarticulation is assumed to covary with degree of accen-
tuation). In summary, both accent and context differentiation
influence naturalness judgements, but context has a stronger
effect than accent.

When the results from the non-native listeners are compared,
we can see (table 2) that a similar pattern of preferences
emerges.
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Table 2: Preferences of the mixed language group

Condition Percent preferred
1. [+accent] neutral context 6
2. [±accent] neutral context 52
3. [+accent] differentiated context 65
4. [±accent] differentiated context 77

The main difference between the native and non-native listener
groups is a reduction in the relative effect of accent vs. context
differentiation on preference judgements. However, both are
clearly separated from condition 1,  for which there is, in fact,
only a negligible change in the rejection level (6% instead of
4% preference) for the standard accented diphones produced
in neutral context. The comparative effect of stress and context
differentiation is an average 29% (12 and 46%) and 42% (25
and 59%), respectively; i.e., a 3% stronger effect of accent
differentiation and a 13% weaker effect of context differentia-
tion.

Interestingly, a division of the non-native listeners into
Germanic (12 German listeners, 1 Dutch listener) and non-
Germanic (Bulgarian, Chinese, Japanese and 2 Italian) clearly
reveals where the shift in the relative strength of the prefer-
ences stems from (table 3).

Table 2: Preference differences for mixed language group:
 Germanic and non-Germanic listeners

Condition Percent preferred
Germ. Non-Germ.

1. [+accent] neutral context    5              10
2. [±accent] neutral context  46              66.6
3. [+accent] differentiated context  68              56.6
4. [±accent] differentiated context  81              66.6

There is a very different pattern of preferences for the non-
Germanic listeners compared to the Germanic listeners. The
latter show an average effect of stress and context differ-
entiation of 26% (13% and 39%) and 49% (35% and 63%),
respectively – very close to the 26% and 55% found for the
native English listener group. The non-Germanic listeners
show a reversal of the relative effect of accent and context:
38% (10 and 56.6%) for accent differentiation and 23% (0 and
46.6%) for context differentiation. So, although context-
differentiation has a strong effect on the judged naturalness
when only accented diphones are used, once accent-
differentiated diphones are used – causing a 55% preference
increase – the context-differentiation brings no further in-
crease.

4. Discussion

The results of the experiment appear to show that both accent
and context differentiation of diphones can have a marked
effect on the perceived naturalness of synthesized utterances.
Furthermore, the two factors are seen to operate independently
of each other to the degree to which they are produced inde-
pendently. Accented diphones produced in differentiated con-
texts influence naturalness judgements as do accent-
differentiated diphones produced in a neutral context. How-
ever, their non-additivity in combination reflects their interde-
pendence in production.

The conclusions from Trouvain et al. [15] and Barry et al.
[16], where strong inter-subject differences are ascribed to the
artificial isolation and manipulation of the acoustic properties
signalling [-accent], are given support from the very clear
pattern of preferences found in this experiment. Using natu-
rally produced unaccented diphones combines the analytically
identified properties and provides the listeners with a number
of simultaneous cues. They are free to base their judgements
on some or all of them, as their individual speech-processing
habits require.

The robustness of the effects – found under presumably
varied listening conditions in the internet experiment, and with
non-native listeners – suggests that diphone differentiation at
this level is a rather basic requirement for improved natural-
ness across languages. At least across some languages, because
the radically different pattern found for the non-Germanic
listeners raises the question of why something as “universal”
as coarticulation should make such a different contribution to
the impression of naturalness? Without preempting the further
research that is certainly necessary to clarify whether the dif-
ference is genuine or merely the chance product of the listener
selection, one may speculate whether the different language
structures and the speech processing habits the listeners have
acquired with their native language make them more “syllable-
orientated”, and consequently less sensitive to cross-syllable
variation [18], [19].

As well as the diverging preference pattern of the non-
Germanic listener group, there is a methodological caveat
which may be seen to relativise the conclusion that the two
aspects of diphone differentiation are a basic requirement if
naturalness is to be improved: Although extremely clear and
robust, the results do not include a comparison with natural
speech, not even LPC-resynthesized natural speech. Such a
comparison was consciously excluded from this follow-up
experiment to [15] and [16], since pilot experiments then had
shown that the differences between the experimental condi-
tions were only small by comparison to the difference between
all experimental conditions and natural speech. Differences in
this experiment were clearly  much greater, but it is necessary,
as a next step, to make the explicit comparison with natural
production.

Another point which calls for clarification is why the present
results are so clearly supportive of the assumption that di-
phone accent differentiation increases naturalness when
Drullman and Collier [14] found no evidence for it. Their
experiments requiring preference judgements on single-word
pairs are not comparable to the present experiment, but their
sentence condition appears to be directly comparable with
respect to the copy synthesis based on a) segment durations
and b) intonation contour derived from natural readings of the
sentences. Their results show that, while the synthesized sen-
tences using natural segment durations were preferred over
those with rule-based durations, neither of them showed any
difference in perceived naturalness between accented-only
diphones and accent-differentiated diphones. Two differences
which would need to be tested in a repeat experiment are a)
the length of the utterances being judged: In contrast to their
26 sentences of 8-9 syllables, the present experiment used only
one utterance of 28 syllables and a necessarily much more
complex intonation structure, b) the analytic listening skills of
the subjects. With regard to the first, it is possible that a global
improvement in naturalness could accumulate over time and
become clearer with a longer utterance. With regard to the
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listener pool, none of the subjects used here were linguistically
naive, and may have had a more developed ability to abstract
from the content of the utterance. However, comments that
were volunteered about the reason for preferring one rather
than another version were often so far from what the differ-
ence actually was, that it is necessary to conclude that it was a
global rather than an analytic judgement that was being made
(subjects mostly remarked on intonational differences, which
were practically non-existent because the same intonation
structure was defined for all versions).

5. Conclusions

Assuming that the results from the experiment reported here
are replicable and robust, and it can be shown in comparisons
with natural speech that the improvement in naturalness is
substantial, the logical conclusion would be to call for a mas-
sive increase in the size of diphone databases. Even with some
generalisation in the extended contexts used, this would mean
something like a 20-fold increase in size. If, for example, the
neigbouring vowel contexts were reduced to close-mid front,
close-mid back, and open, their pre- and post-diphone combi-
nations would give a nine-fold increase, doubled for accent
differentiation.

Proponents of unit-selection synthesis methods would pre-
sumably argue that the increased time and expense is unwar-
ranted, since the quality can never compete. However, it is an
empirical question whether a listener is more disturbed by the
sudden changes in quality from excellent to mediocre or
abysmal that occur in unit-selection systems when larger units
cannot be found, or by the constant, though probably not ex-
cellent quality that should be attainable with differentiated
diphones. Also, if the question is to be addressed empirically,
a measure of the improvement resulting from context-
differentiating schwa, and stress- and context-differentiating
the other most frequent unstressed vowels (/ / and / / in Eng-
lish). Preliminary experiments with schwa differentiation in
Saarbrücken are encouraging as far as the large effect of
minimal investment is concerned.

There is also a final consideration that the stepwise im-
provement of diphone synthesis is accompanied by a stepwise
increase in our understanding of the complexities of speech
structure – and that can help to improve both unit-selection
and rule synthesis.
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